Abstract-Optical imaging reconnaissance plays an important role in the intelligence and reconnaissance process, especially widely used in UAV reconnaissance and direct fire weapons. Combined with related requirements, a simulation model of the optical imaging reconnaissance process is proposed, including the simulation model of the target imaging reconnaissance, target location and target extraction. Lastly, the simulation model is test, and the results show that the simulation model can reflect the ground optical imaging reconnaissance simulation reasonably.
INTRODUCTION
Optical imaging reconnaissance equipment to ground includes visible light, infrared camera and video equipment. Imaging reconnaissance are two-dimensional reconnaissance basically, optical imaging is two-dimensional high resolution of azimuth and pitch, and two-dimensional reconnaissance can't target location in theory, but for ground targets reconnaissance, if three-dimensional terrain data of the reconnaissance area is exist or the ground can be treated simplified, then the target can be located.
The imaging reconnaissance simulation is based on mathematical model, the process include identify, locate and extract target simulation. Due to there are many battlefield reconnaissance equipments, mathematical simulation method is used to reduce the simulation nodes and experiment cost.
Photographic results and relationship are researched between different combinations of reconnaissance platforms flight altitude, the field of view of the photographic equipment, visibility and target characteristics. The mathematical simulation method provides a more realistic target data source for the information processing simulation also.
Simulation process includes two steps. First is imaging simulation process, the position and attitude parameters of reconnaissance equipment are known, so reconnaissance region also can be calculated, and target is judged whether exists in the region. Second is target extraction simulation process, if there is target in the photographic region, target extraction is necessary, the resolution of the reconnaissance equipment is need to consider in the process of target extraction simulation, the resolution size and detection distance decided whether the target in reconnaissance area is able to detect and identify [1] .
II. A COORDINATE SYSTEM AND TRANSFORMATION
The earth and reconnaissance equipment coordinate system are used in this article. The definition and conversion relationship between the coordinate systems are intoduced as follows.
(1) The earth system (n system):
(East, north and up).
The reconnaissance equipment system (b system):
, the center line of the lens is the y-axis (to the front), the x-axis is in the symmetry plane of the reconnaissance equipment and to the right. 
Actual simulation don't simulate the imaging process, therefore it does not produce the simulation images. Imaging area is calculated according to the position and attitude of imaging equipment, then depending on the target physical location to determine whether in the imaging area, if so, indicates the target is the image target, otherwise it is not in the image.
Reconnaissance equipment coordinate is in the earth system, attitude angle is 
V. TARGET EXTRACTION PROCESS SIMULATION
A. Judge the target could be detected or not [3] Assume that resolution of the reconnaissance equipment is M*N pixels, the coordinate is in the earth system, the attitude angle is ) , , (
, the level of field view angle is y  , the azimuth of field view angle is x  , the target's coordinate is in the earth system, the target length, width, high is L, K, H, the length and width of photographs are Lx and Ly respectively. Set the distance between the target and reconnaissance equipment is R, the target equivalent area is S according to photographic reconnaissance equipment, the target equivalent radius is r on the photo. After that, R, S, r is calculated respectively. 
2) Calculate the target projection in the photographic observations plane
If the target attitude angle is known, the projected area on the photographic observation plane could be calculated accurately, and the calculation is complicated, so it is treated simplified. The face area, side area and overlooking area of target is S1, S2 and S3 respectively, set
The projected area of the target in the observation plane as follows:
3) Calculate the target equivalent radius r in the photo by S
As shown in below figure, set O is photographic reconnaissance equipment, OA is distance D between reconnaissance equipment and the target, AB is the equivalent radius of the target, AG is the half amplitude of the photographic region, EC is the half of the photo equivalent radius length, that is B. Target extraction accuracy simulation [4, 5] Suppose the point target extraction error follows the Gaussian distribution, mean is 0 and mean square deviation is σ D (distance error). Suppose the surface target location extraction error follows the Gaussian distribution, mean is 0 and mean square deviation is σ D1 (distance error). The extraction error of long side, short sides and trend follow the Gaussian distribution, mean is 0, mean square deviation is σ L , σ L1 , σ β respectively. Point target's coordinate after extraction is: 
C. The target type and friend-or-foe property simulation
Set the target type recognition probability of information processing is P 1 , the friend-or-foe property recognition probability is P 2 . Extract random number P 
